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$B$ 1 $p$ $D$ $B$
$D$ $D(\alpha\beta)=D(\alpha)\beta+\alpha D(\beta)(\alpha, \beta\in B)$
$B[X;D]$ $\alpha X=X\alpha+D(\alpha)(\alpha\in B)$ (
) $A/B$ (separable extension)
$A\otimes_{B}A$ $A$ A-$A$- $a\otimes barrow ab$ (splits)
$A/B$ (Hirata-separable extension) $A\otimes_{B}A$ $A$
A-$A$-
$f$ $B[X;D]$ monic $fB[X;D]=B[X;D]f$
$B[X;D]/fB[X;D]$ $B$ free $B[X;D]/fB[X;D]$ $B$
(resp. ) $f$ $B[X;D]$ (resp.
)
G. Szeto,
$A/B$ G- $A$ $G$
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G- $f$ $B[X;D]$ monic
$fB[X;D]=B[X;D]f$ $f$ $B[X;D]$




$V_{A}(B)=\{x\in A|bx=xb(\forall b\in B)\}.$
$u_{r}$ (resp. $u_{\ell}$ ) $=u\in B$ (resp. )
$I_{u}=u_{r}-u\ell=u\in B$ $B$
$B[X;D]_{(0)}=B[X;D]$ monic $g$ $gB[X;D]=B[X;D]g$
$B^{D}=\{\alpha\in B|D(\alpha)=0\}, Z^{D}=\{\alpha\in Z|D(\alpha)=0\}.$
1.1. $([1,$ Corollary $1.7|)f=X^{p}-Xa-b\in B[X;D]$
$f\in B[X;D]_{(0)}$
(1) $a\in Z^{D}$ $b\in B^{D}.$
(2) $D^{p}(\alpha)-D(\alpha)a=\alpha b-b\alpha(\alpha\in B)$ .
1.2. ([10, Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 1.7], [7, Lemma 2.3]) $f=X^{p}-X-b\in$
$B[X;D]_{(0)}$ $f$ $B[X;D]$
$A=B[X;D]/fB[X;D],$ $x=X+fB[X;D]$ $\sigma(x)=x+1$










$= \sum_{i=0}^{p-1}(-1)^{\dot{\iota}}(\begin{array}{l}p-1i\end{array})x^{i}\sigma^{k}(x^{p-1-i})(0\leq k\leq p-2)$ ,
$0=(-x+x)^{p-1}= \sum_{i=0}^{p-1}(-1)^{i}(\begin{array}{ll}p -1 i\end{array})x^{i}x^{p-1-i}$
$1=1-0=1- \sum_{i=0}^{p-1}(-1)^{\dot{\iota}}(\begin{array}{l}p-1i\end{array})x^{i}x^{p-1-i}$
$=1 \cdot(1-x^{p-1})+\sum_{i=1}^{p-1}x^{i}\cdot\{(-1)^{i-1}(\begin{array}{ll}p -1 i\end{array})x^{p-1-i} \},$
$0=1-1=1- \sum_{i=0}^{p-1}(-1)^{\dot{\iota}}(\begin{array}{l}p-1i\end{array})x^{i}\sigma^{k}(x^{p-1-i})$
$=1 \cdot\sigma^{k}(1-x^{p-1})+\sum_{i=1}^{p-1}x^{i}\cdot\sigma^{k}\{(-1)^{i-1}(\begin{array}{ll}p -1 i\end{array})x^{p-1-i} \}.$
$f=X^{p}-Xa-b\in B[X;D]_{(0)}$ $a\neq 1$ $f$
[13] $B$
2 $f=X^{2}-Xa-b\in B[X;D]_{(0)}$
1.3. ([13, Theorem 3.7]) $2=0$ $f=X^{2}-Xa-b\in B[X;D]_{(0)}$
$f$ $B[X;D]$
$s\in U(Z)$ $D(s)+as=1$
[13] $G$ $B[X;D]/fB[X;D]$ $B$ G-
( $f=X^{2}-Xa-b\in B[X;D]_{(0)}$ $B[X;D]$ )









$f=X^{p}-Xa-b\in B[X;D],$ $A=B[X;D]/fB[X;D],$ $x=X+fB[X;D]\in A.$
2.1. $s\in U(Z)$ $D^{p-1}(s^{p-1})=-s^{-1}(sD)^{p-1}(s)$











2.2. $f=X^{p}-Xa-b\in B[X;D]_{(0)}$ $f$
$s\in U(Z)$ $\sigma_{S}(x)=x+s^{-1}$ $\sigma_{s}$
$P$ $G=<\sigma_{s}>$ $s^{-1}(sD)^{p-1}(s)+s^{p-1}a=1$











$1+D^{p-1}(s^{p-1})$ $=s^{p}$ a 2.1 $s^{-1}(sD)^{p-1}(s)+$
$s^{p-1}a=1$
$s^{-1}(sD)^{p-1}(s)+s^{p-1}a=1$ $s\in U(Z)$ $\triangle=sD$


























2.3. $f=X^{p}-Xa-b\in B[X;D]_{(0)}$ $y\in Z$
$D^{p-1}(y)-ya=1$ $y=-s^{p-1}(\mathcal{S}\in U(Z))$ $f$
$\sigma_{s}(x)=x+s^{-1}$ $\sigma_{s}$
$G=<\sigma_{s}>$ $f$
$s\in U(Z)$ $\sigma_{S}(x)=x+s^{-1}$ $\sigma_{8}$ $P$
$G=<\sigma_{S}>$ $y=-s^{p-1}(s\in U(Z))$ $D^{p-1}(y)-ya=1$





$f=X^{p}-Xa-b\in B[X;D],$ $A=B[X;D]/fB[X;D],$ $x=X+fB[X;D]\in A.$
3.1. $V_{A}(B)=Z$ $B$ - $\sigma$
$u\in Z$ $\sigma(x)=x+s$ $\sigma$
$\alpha\in B$ $\alpha x=x\alpha+D(\alpha)$ $\alpha\sigma(x)=\sigma(x)\alpha+D(\alpha)$ ,
$\sigma(x)-x\in V_{A}(B)=Z$
$(B)=Z$ $(B)=Z$
3.2. $D(Z)$ $Z$ $V_{A}(B)=Z$
$g=x^{p-1}d_{p-1}+x^{p-2}d_{p-2}+\cdots+xd_{1}+d_{0}$ $V_{A}(B)$
$\alpha g=g\alpha(\alpha\in B)$
$\alpha d_{p-1}=d_{p-1}\alpha$ $(p-1)D(\alpha)d_{p-1}=d_{p-2}\alpha-\alpha d_{p-2}.$
$u_{i},$ $v_{i}\in Z$ $\sum_{i}D(u_{i})v_{i}=c$ $Z$





$Z_{0}$ $Z$ $u\in Z_{0}$ $B$-
$\tau_{u}$ :
$\tau_{u}$ : $Aarrow A,$ $\tau_{u}(\sum_{i=0}^{p-1}x^{i}d_{i})=\sum_{i=0}^{p-1}(x+u)^{i}d_{i}.$
$0$ $u\in Z_{0}$ $\tau_{u}$ $p$ $\tau_{u}\tau_{v}=$
$\tau_{u+v}(u, v\in Z_{0})$ $\{\tau_{u}|u\in Z_{0}\}$ Aut$(A/B)$
3.3. $V_{A}(B)=Z$ :
(1) Aut $(A/B)=\{\tau_{u}|u\in Z_{0}\}(\cong Z_{0})$ . Aut $(A/B)$
1 Aut$(A/B)$ $p$
(2) $u\in Z_{0}$ $u$ $Z$ $A/B$ $<\tau$u $>$ -
(3) $u\in Z_{0}$ $u$ $Z$ $A/B$ $\tau$u $>$ -
(4) $u\in Z_{0}$ $A/B$ $<\tau$u $>$ - $u\in Z^{D}$
$u$ $Z$
(1) $\sigma\in$ Aut$(A/B)$ 3.1 $\sigma(x)=x+u(u\in Z)$
$\sigma(x^{p}-xa-b)=0$ 2.2 $u^{p}+D^{p-1}(u)=ua$
(2) $u$ $Z_{0}$ $s=u^{-1}$ 2.1 $u^{p}+D^{p-1}(u)=ua$
$s^{-1}(sD)^{p-1}(s)+s^{p-1}a=1$ 2.2 $A/B$ $<\tau$u $>$-
(3) $u$ $Z$ $v\in Z$ $uv=0$
$\tau(xv)=\tau(x)v=(x+u)v=xv$ , $B\subsetneqq A^{\tau_{u}}.$
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